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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Increased global migration to international urban centres has
motivated a growing interest in ethnolects and the role migrant
communities play in language variation and change. Here, we
consider ethnolectal variation in real and apparent time, by
examining the realization of word-ﬁnal (er) (e.g. teacher,
remember) in Australian English. We capitalize on sociolinguistic
interview data collected by Barbara Horvath in Sydney in the
1970s as a benchmark against which to compare newly collected
recordings with Sydneysiders in the 2010s. Approximately 15,000
tokens of word-ﬁnal (er) were extracted from the speech of nearly
200 people, including Anglo-Australians, and second-generation
migrants of Italian, Greek and Chinese background. Acoustic
analyses of vowel duration and position in the vowel space reveal
incremental lengthening with concomitant lowering and backing
over time for (er), though only in prosodically ﬁnal position. This
change was led by Greek and Italian teenagers in the 1970s, then
taken up by working class women, and today, has been adopted
across the community. Tracking this change in real and apparent
time provides evidence that ethnolectal features may be adopted
by the wider community, with ethnic minorities playing a leading
role in language change.
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1. Ethnolectal variation
The role played by ethnicity in language variation has been recognized since early variationist research (e.g. Labov, 1966, 1972). More recently, research on ethnolectal variation
has come to the fore, sparked by increased mobility worldwide which has given rise to
extensive international migration and greater diversity in major urban centres, for
example, in England (e.g. Cheshire et al., 2011), Canada (e.g. Hoﬀman & Walker, 2010)
and Sweden (e.g. Gross et al., 2016). Ethnolects are understood to be new ways of speaking, associated with second- or third-generation migrants who are native speakers of the
majority language, and may not speak the community language. Ethnolectal features
cannot be directly attributed to second language transfer (Labov, 2008), and are considered to serve “as a means of establishing a distinctive linguistic identity” (Clyne
et al., 2002, p. 134).
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In Australia, pioneering work by Michael Clyne and colleagues presented overviews of
ethnolectal Greek, Yiddish and German Australian English, seen in a combination of
lexical, phonological and morphosyntactic features (Clyne et al., 2001, 2002). Quantitative
analysis has reported ethnolectal use of speciﬁc linguistic features, such as the fronting of
/θ/ and deletion of word-initial /h/ for Italian-Australians (Horvath, 1985, pp. 102–103),
and realization of /l/, voice onset time and prosody for Lebanese-Australians (Clothier,
2019; Clothier & Loakes, 2018; Cox & Palethorpe, 2011) (see Clothier, 2020 for a review).
Other studies, however, have found little evidence of ethnolectal variation. In sociolinguistic interview data with Anglo-, Greek- and Italian-Australian teenagers recorded in 1970s
Australia, Horvath found similar realizations of diphthongs for these three groups (though
with diﬀerences in social conditioning) (1985, pp. 80–82), and Guy and colleagues found
similar patterning for high rising terminal (Guy et al., 1986, p. 40).
Though Horvath found the diphthong realizations to be qualitatively similar across
ethnic groups, the distribution of the realizations indicated that teenage Greek- and
Italian-Australians were leading a change towards more ‘general’ Australian English
vowel realizations, away from both ‘broad’ and ‘cultivated’ speech, respectively associated
with the working and middle class (1985, pp. 91–94). She interpreted this as young ethnic
minorities trying to ‘sound Australian’ by diﬀerentiating themselves from their ﬁrst-generation migrant parents, whose accented vowels were situated at the broad or cultivated
ends of the continuum (Horvath, 1985, pp. 75–76). Other apparent-time studies have lent
support to the notion that ethnic minorities may lead in change (e.g. Cheshire et al., 2011;
Gross et al., 2016).
In this paper, we present one of the ﬁrst real-time studies of ethnolectal variation,
through an examination of word-ﬁnal (er) – unstressed /ə/ in word-ﬁnal position in
words with a following r in the orthography, such as teacher, remember and culture. A distinct realization of (er) has been associated with ethnolectal variation. Warren refers to
“widespread use of [a] in ﬁnal syllables as in ‘my pleasure’” (1999, p. 92), and Clyne
et al. describe this as one of “the most conspicuous phonological features of the
[Greek] ethnolect” (2001, p. 228). Subsequent acoustic analyses indicate a longer and
lower and/or backer realization of (er) by Greek-, Lebanese- and Italian-Australians compared with Anglo-Australians in the 1990s (Kiesling, 2005), and by Lebanese-Australians in
the 2000s (Clothier, 2014). Based on apparent-time comparisons of younger and older
speakers, Kiesling hypothesized that Greek-Australians in the 1990s may have been
leading a change towards a longer and backer (er) across the community (2005, p. 33).
To test this in real time, we compare the realization of (er) in 1970s Australia with that
in the 2010s across diﬀerent ethnic groups, namely Anglo-Australians, and second-generation migrants of Greek, Italian and Chinese background (referred to here as Greek-,
Italian- and Chinese-Australians). We begin in §2 with an overview of ethnic diversity in
Australia, and how this has changed over the past four decades. In §3 we outline the
data, comprising sociolinguistic interviews from nearly 200 Australians, from recordings
made in the 1970s and the 2010s. From these data, nearly 15,000 (er) tokens were
extracted for analysis, as described in §4. Section 5 reports the changes observed,
which involve a lengthening of (er) over time, ﬁrst in the speech of Greek- and Italian-Australians, then in that of working class females, before being more widely adopted by
Anglo- and Italian-Australians, and, to a lesser degree, Chinese-Australians. We conclude
in §6, highlighting that ethnolectal features need not be stable over time, but can be
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adopted by the wider community, and we consider some possible accounts of why ethnic
minorities might be at the forefront of language change.

2. Ethnic diversity in Australia
Despite being a predominantly English-speaking country, Australia is highly ethnically
and linguistically diverse. According to the most recent national census in 2016, over
one-ﬁfth of Australians use a language other than English in the home; over 300 distinct
languages are spoken (including migrant and indigenous languages); and nearly one half
of the population was either born overseas, or has at least one parent born overseas (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016b).
The makeup of migrants to Australia has become more diverse over time. In the postWorld War II era, Australia saw large-scale migration from eastern and central Europe, and
in the 1970s, the lifting of the White Australia Policy (which had restricted immigration to
people of European origin) opened Australia to immigration from Asia, the Middle East
and Africa (cf. Clyne & Kipp, 1997; Jupp, 2001; Willoughby & Manns, 2020). This demographic change has had tangible linguistic impacts – in 1981, just 12% of the population
spoke a community language at home, compared with 21% today (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 1981, 2016b). The nature of that diversity has also changed, seen, for example, in
the most widely spoken languages. Figure 1 shows the community languages most
widely spoken in Australia in 1991 (the earliest year for which comparable census data
are available), and in 2016 (the most recent census at time of writing), with the proportion
of the population of community-language speakers represented in each year.* The most
widely spoken community languages in 1991 were Italian and Greek (from the post-World
War II migration schemes), followed distantly by Cantonese (primarily from a Business

Figure 1 Most widely spoken community languages in Australia in 1991 and in 2016 as a percentage
of the total number of community-language speakers (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1991, 2016b)
* Seven of the ten languages shown here were among the eight most widely spoken in both years; of those that were not,
German and Polish were in the top eight in 1991 only, and Hindi was in the top eight in 2016 only.
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Migration programme conducted in the 1980s with Hong Kong (cf. Jupp, 2001, p. 218)).
Today, the proportion of Italian and Greek speakers has dropped, while that of Cantonese
speakers has remained stable. Each of these three languages now accounts for a far lower
proportion of community-language speakers than Mandarin does, which is overwhelmingly the most widely spoken community language.
For this study, we focus on second-generation migrants of Greek, Italian and Chinese
(speciﬁcally, Cantonese-speaking) background, who grew up in Australia as speakers of
Australian English. These are often the children of those represented in Figure 1, as
second-generation migrants do not necessarily speak the community language. Thus,
Figure 1 only indirectly captures the size of the communities under study here, but it
does give an indication of the history of these migrant groups in Australia – Greek and
Italian as well-established migrant groups, and Chinese as a newer, and younger community – which is also reﬂected in the participant proﬁle of the data.1

3. Data for examining ethnolectal change over time: The Sydney Speaks
corpus
Sydney Speaks is a large-scale sociolinguistic project examining variation and change over
time and across diverse social groups (Travis, 2016–2021). The project is centred in Sydney
which, as Australia’s largest and most diverse city, is an ideal location to study the linguistic impact of increasing diversity. Out of its some ﬁve million inhabitants, close to twoﬁfths (38%) report speaking a community language at home, and two-thirds were
either born overseas, or have one or both of their parents born overseas (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2016b). Given the relative homogeneity of English across major
urban centres in Australia (cf. Cox & Palethorpe, 2012, p. 299), we predict that the
results here would generally hold in other large Australian cities, and this is supported
by observations about realizations of (er) in English spoken in Melbourne (Clothier,
2014; Clyne et al., 2001, p. 228; Warren, 1999, p. 92).
The project brings together sociolinguistic interview data recorded at diﬀerent time
periods and with diﬀerent age groups, allowing for the tracking of change in real and
apparent time. Participants are all native speakers of Australian English and are stratiﬁed
according to age, sex, socioeconomic status and ethnicity. Particularly novel in this project
is the capacity for longitudinal study of ethnic variation and its role in language variation
and change in the wider community.

3.1 Participants
We utilize two corpora for the current analysis: the Sydney Social Dialect Survey, recorded
in 1977–1981 (Horvath, 1985), and the Sydney Speaks 2010s corpus, recorded some 40
years on, from 2016 to the present, and for which data collection is ongoing (Travis
et al., in progress). All participants were living in Sydney at the time of recording, and
1
The ethnic makeup of second-generation migrants cannot be readily ascertained from census data. The Australian
census asks about ethnicity for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, but does not ask speciﬁcally about ethnicity
more broadly. It also does not ask about parents’ language, nor (from 2001 onwards) parents’ country of birth. While it
does ask about ancestry, the responses to this question are diﬃcult to interpret, and the ABS recommends considering
these results alongside language, religion and country-of-birth data (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016a).
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Table 1 Participants by age, sex, ethnicity and socioeconomic status
1970s
Adults
b. 1930s
32–64 y/o
Anglos
Middle
Upper Working
Lower Working
Greeks
Middle
Upper Working
Lower Working
Italians
Middle
Upper Working
Lower Working
Chinese
Middle
Upper Working
Total speakers /
age & sex

2010s
Teens
b. 1960s
12–18 y/o

Adults
b. 1960s
42–61 y/o

Young Adults
b. 1990s
18–31 y/o

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Total
speakers/
ethnicity
& class

4
4
4

2
3
3

5
3
4

4
4
4

4
4
3

4
4
2

4
5
3

4
4
2

31
31
25

2
3
5

3
5
5

5
3
5

2
4
6

12

8

35

37

5
8
10
4
4
2

21

5
3
4

3
2
3

1
2
3

20
18
23

22

6
5
31

7
4
27

13
9
193

the 2010s participants were also all born in Sydney, or moved there before the age of six,
and had spent all or most of their lives there. A total of 193 participants are included, stratiﬁed according to age, sex, ethnicity and socioeconomic status, as summarized in Table 1.
Participants represent four age groups across real and apparent time: Adults and Teenagers from the 1970s, and Adults and Young Adults from the 2010s. These four age
groups span 60 years in apparent time – the 1970s Adults were born around the 1930s;
the 1970s Teens and 2010s Adults around the 1960s (corresponding to the same generation); and the 2010s Young Adults around the 1990s.
Four ethnic groups are included: Anglo, Greek, Italian and Chinese. We use the term
‘Anglo’ to refer to Australians of Anglo-Celtic background. All were born and raised in Australia and, for the 2010s, are minimally fourth-generation Australians, that is, their parents
and at least three grandparents were born and raised in Australia.2
For the ethnic minorities, we focus on second-generation migrants, which we deﬁne as
those who were either born in Australia or arrived before the age of six (prior to beginning
school), and whose parents migrated to Australia as adults. The groups included were
determined both by migration history and progress in data collection. There was a
sizable community of young second-generation Greek- and Italian-Australians in the
1970s, and thus teenagers of these two groups are included. We are not yet able to
report on patterns for 2010s Greek-Australians, as data collection is still underway. The
Italian-Australian community today is an older community, and thus we include
second-generation 2010s Adults, and for Young Adults, second- and third-generation
migrants.3 The Chinese-background community, on the other hand, is a newer community, and thus is represented in the sample only for the Young Adult age group. The
2
Six of the 43 Anglo participants in the 2010s corpus included here report having one grandparent who was born outside
Australia in another English-speaking country; one participant reports having an Aboriginal-Australian grandparent. We
do not have information about the grandparents for the 1970s participants.
3
Of the 14 Young Adult Italians, nine are second-generation and ﬁve are third-generation migrants.
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parents of the participants are Cantonese-speaking migrants primarily from Hong Kong,
but also from Guangzhou in mainland China. We refer to these participants as ChineseAustralians, consistent with how they describe themselves in the sociolinguistic interviews, and noting that not all speak Cantonese.
Socioeconomic class has not been widely studied in work on Australian English, and
there are no agreed-upon metrics for classiﬁcation. In the Sydney Speaks project, we
face the additional complexity of establishing meaningful socioeconomic groups that
are comparable across diﬀerent time periods and ethnic groups. In the analyses presented
here we categorize participants using four social variables that have been widely used for
class assignations in sociolinguistics: occupation, suburb, education level and school type.
To establish these categories, each participant was initially given a score for each variable.
For occupation (the participant’s, or that of their father, mother or spouse where relevant,
e.g. for 1970s Teens), we used the Australian Socioeconomic Index, AUSEI06 (McMillan
et al., 2009); for suburb, we used the Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage
assigned by the Australian Bureau of Statistics to each suburb for 2016, or postcode for
1986 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1986, 2016b); and for education level, we used an
adaptation of the Australian Qualiﬁcations Framework (2013). For school type, three
levels were scored as a measure of relative privilege based on the funding model – government, catholic or private. For 2010s Young Adults only, we used the Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage scores from 2016 provided on the My School website
(Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2019). These measures
apply diﬀerently according to time period, ethnicity and, in some cases, sex. For
example, the 1970s Adults did not have the same access to education that 2010s
Adults had, and the 2010s Chinese-Australian Young Adults do not cover the same
range of occupations as their Anglo and Italian peers. We therefore sought to establish
rankings that were meaningful for each community. To do this, we conducted Hierarchical
k-means cluster analyses (Hartigan & Wong, 1979), using factoextra (Kassambara & Mundt,
2020) in R (R Core Team, 2018), for each age group and ethnicity, and, for the 1970s
Adults, for each sex. Within each analysis, participants were hierarchically nested according to their scores across the four variables, cluster centres were calculated and, based on
their Euclidean Distance from cluster centres and from other members, participants were
assigned to a pre-speciﬁed number of clusters which we interpret as corresponding to
socioeconomic status. For all but the Young Chinese-Australians, we speciﬁed three clusters. Following Horvath (1985, p. 47), we term these Lower Working, Upper Working and
Middle Class, though these labels are best understood relative to each other, rather than
as values with an absolute meaning. Because the sample of Young Chinese-Australians
does not cover a comparably wide social spread, we speciﬁed two clusters, which correspond most closely to Upper Working and Middle Class in the other groups.
It is worth providing some more information about the social makeup of these communities in the Australian context. Greek- and Italian-Australians share a similar migration
history and, from participants’ self-reports, similar networks and lived experiences in
the context of a chieﬂy white Australia. Both groups form part of the social construct represented by the term “‘wog’ […] an ethnic slur in Australian English denoting Australians
of Mediterranean or Southern European background” (Sala et al., 2010, p. 114). Many participants recount experiencing discriminatory uses of this term, but they also talk of its
positive use in in-group interactions today, evidencing a degree of reappropriation (as
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noted, for example, by Kiesling, 2005, p. 5; Sala et al., 2010, p. 114; Warren, 1999, p. 90).
This in-group use is reﬂected in what Warren terms “wogspeak”, which she reports is positively evaluated by actors showcasing this variety in the media in the 1990s (1999, pp. 90–
91). “Wogspeak” is described, by one of the actors, as a “real working class ethnic accent”
(1999, p. 91), highlighting class associations to which we will return.
The Chinese-Australians studied here, on the other hand, tend to orient to higher
socioeconomic status, reﬂected both in their linguistic patterning (e.g. for vowels
(Grama et al., to appear)), and in their social proﬁle. Recent census reports indicate that
second-generation Chinese-Australians tend to be employed in high-status occupations,
be well educated, attend selective or private schools, and live in wealthier suburbs (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016b). This community also has an ethnic label, again, mentioned by many of our participants, that of ‘ABC’, or Australian-Born Chinese. Unlike that
used for the Greeks and Italians, however, this is an in-group term that is not in wide use
outside the community.

3.2 Spontaneous speech data
Spontaneous speech was recorded via sociolinguistic interviews, which take the form of
an informal interview aimed at getting the participant talking as naturally as possible,
paying minimal attention to their speech (Labov, 1984, pp. 32–42). While the 1970s interviewers were typically adults with some connection with the lead researcher (Barbara
Horvath) and the university environment, the 2010s interviews were conducted by community members, who generally recorded people they knew, including friends, family
members or others drawn from their extended network. Familiarity between the interviewer and the participant has been noted to enhance the naturalness of the speech,
and thus the possibility of recording ethnolectal features, which may be less likely to
occur in conversations with outsiders (cf. Clyne et al., 2002). We might then expect
greater ethnic diﬀerences among the 2010s participants, but, as we will see, this is not
the case.
The 1970s interviews lasted around 45 minutes, and the 2010s interviews from 60 to
90 minutes. We selected approximately 30 minutes (or 5,000 words of speech) to transcribe from each speaker, providing close to 100 hours and one million words of
speech for the analyses presented here.

3.3 Prosodic transcription
We produced time-aligned orthographic transcriptions in ELAN (Lausberg & Sloetjes,
2009), breaking the data into stretches of speech clearly delineated by pauses. These transcriptions were force aligned in LaBB-CAT (Fromont & Hay, 2012), after which acoustic
measurements of word-ﬁnal (er) were taken (see §4).
Following forced alignment, transcriptions were further polished in ELAN, with the
addition of prosodic information in accordance with standardized protocols (outlined
in Du Bois et al., 1993). Central to this method is the Intonation Unit (IU), described as
“a stretch of speech uttered under a single, coherent intonation contour” (1993, p. 47).
IUs generally correspond to intonational phrases (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990),
but they are deﬁned on the basis of their boundaries, rather than their internal structure.
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Figure 2 Pitch track (in Hz) and waveform of two Intonation Units with continuing and ﬁnal intonation

(1)
Parker:

when I was a part-timer,
you did the same shift every day.
[SydS_AOM_105: 50:43-50:47]4

They are identiﬁed auditorily, drawing on a composite of features, including pausing
between IUs; pitch reset (or a perceived rise in pitch) and anacrusis at the beginning of
an IU; and lengthening at the end of an IU (Chafe, 1994, pp. 58–60). These features can
be seen in Figure 2, which presents the waveform and pitch track of the two IUs in
example (1). Here, we see faster speech early in the IU and lengthening towards the
end, as well as higher pitch at the onset of both IUs (on ‘when I’ and ‘you’, respectively),
following which the pitch gradually drops over the course of the IU. The prosodic transcription allows the nature of the change in (er) over time to be identiﬁed because, as
we observe below, the realization of (er) is strongly tied to IU position.
Also central to this method is the notion of transitional continuity, “the degree of continuity that occurs at the transition point between one intonation unit and the next” (Du
Bois et al., 1993, p. 53). Transitional continuity falls into one of three categories: ‘continuing’ intonation, which refers to a range of contours including a slightly rising, level or
slightly falling pitch (indicated by a comma; illustrated in the ﬁrst line in (1)); ‘ﬁnal’ intonation, characterized by a fall to low pitch (indicated by a full stop; seen in the second line in
(1)); and ‘appeal’ intonation, a high rise in pitch (indicated by a question mark; seen in (2)
and Figure 3) (Du Bois et al., 1993, pp. 54–55). Truncated IUs, where the speaker breaks oﬀ
before completing the prosodic contour, are marked with a double hyphen; due to the
heterogeneity of this category, (er) tokens occurring IU-ﬁnally with truncated IUs are
excluded from the analyses below (n = 326).
(2)
Isa:

I had an English teacher?
[SSDS_GTF_855: 27:46–27:48]

4. Extracting (er) for analysis
We deﬁne word-ﬁnal (er) as unstressed /ə/ in word-ﬁnal position in minimally disyllabic
words with a following r in the orthography. The most common orthographic

4

In brackets following each example are the corpus name, the speaker social code (community, age group, sex) and
speaker number, and time stamps of the beginning and end of the excerpt. All names given are pseudonyms.
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Figure 3 Pitch track (in Hz) and waveform of an Intonation Unit with appeal intonation

representation of this form is -er, as in teacher, remember, whatever. We also include other
spellings (e.g. culture, colour, particular, centre), which together account for under 10% of
all (er) tokens in the data.
Analyses were based on the automatic alignment produced by LaBB-CAT.5 Vowel duration and midpoint F1 and F2 measurements were extracted using the rPraat (Bořil & Skarnitzl, 2016) and PraatR (Albin, 2014) packages in R. As measurements from only a single
vowel were available, formant values were normalized using the vowel-intrinsic approach
developed by Bladon et al. (1984) (as recommended by Flynn and Foulkes (2011)).
Each instance of (er) extracted from the force-aligned transcriptions was matched (via
time stamps) with the corresponding instance in the prosodic transcription, to obtain
information about IU-position and transitional continuity (which was not included in
the transcription in LaBB-CAT). This process yielded a total of 14,872 tokens for which
both acoustic and prosodic information were available (an average of 77 tokens per
speaker, ranging from 12 to 165).6
Analyses were conducted by ﬁtting separate linear mixed-eﬀects models using lme4
(Bates et al., 2015), with the duration of (er) as the dependent variable. All models
tested for logical two- and three-way interactions between independent variables, and
included random intercepts for speaker and word. Model ﬁt was assessed via ANOVA;
p-values from linear mixed-eﬀects models were derived using sjPlot (Lüdecke & Schwemmer, 2020). Models that were used to evaluate changes in word-ﬁnal (er) over time
included age as a predictor (see §5.1). Models used to probe social conditioning reported
in §5.3 and §5.4 were ﬁt to each age cohort separately, and initially included community,
sex and class in a three-way interaction; interactions that did not reach signiﬁcance were
simpliﬁed to include predictors as main eﬀects, though all factors were retained to facilitate comparisons across groups.
Speech rate was included in all models to ensure the reliability of any durational diﬀerences observed. This was calculated in syllables per minute, determined on the basis of

5
Systematic checking was deemed unnecessary due to the high quality of boundary placement by LaBB-CAT (cf. Gonzalez et al., 2020), as conﬁrmed by spot checking of the (er) alignment.
6
Approximately 20% of the (er) tokens in the prosodic transcription were not matched with the corresponding LaBB-CAT
tier (due to diﬀerences across transcription versions in LaBB-CAT and ELAN, for example when the timestamps were not
identical), and were excluded from analysis.
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the number of word-level phonemic representations in the time interval in which the (er)
token occurred (these time intervals being the stretches of speech occurring between
pauses in the transcriptions entered into LaBB-CAT).7 Speech rate impacted duration
for all models run on the data in the predicted direction – faster speech rate correlated
with signiﬁcantly shorter (er). Including speech rate in the models allows us to establish
that the changes in duration we observe are not merely artefacts of speech rate, but
rather genuine changes, whereby (er) has lengthened over time.

5. Change ov(er) time
5.1 Identifying the nature of the change
Phrase-ﬁnal lengthening is a well-established trait of ﬁnal syllable rhymes in English (e.g.
Klatt, 1976), and is one of the characteristics of IU-ﬁnal position, as noted above. In line
with this, we observe that IU position has a strong impact on the realization of (er), as
(er) is signiﬁcantly longer in IU-ﬁnal than in medial position. This is evident in Figure 4,
which shows the raw measurements in milliseconds for the duration of (er) by IU position
for all speakers, at each of the four time points. We see here that, not only is IU-ﬁnal (er)
longer than IU-medial (er), it increases substantially more over time, with (er) going from a
mean of 77 ms for 1970s Adults to 118 ms for 2010s Young Adults in IU-ﬁnal position,
compared with an increase from 53 ms to 63 ms in IU-medial position.
IU-ﬁnal lengthening over time is corroborated by a linear mixed-eﬀects model ﬁt to (er)
duration, with IU position, age and speech rate as predictors, and an interaction between
IU position and age, given in Table 2. While speech rate has the expected inhibiting eﬀect
on the duration of (er), this model conﬁrms that lengthening over time is not due to a
change in speech rate over time. Here we see that, though there is some lengthening
for IU-medial (er) across corpus (such that 2010s speakers exhibit signiﬁcantly longer
IU-medial (er) than 1970s speakers), the change is greater in ﬁnal position. This is
reﬂected in the larger estimates in the interaction between IU-ﬁnal position and age (capturing the degree of lengthening over time in IU-ﬁnal position) than by age alone (capturing lengthening in IU-medial position). Furthermore, it is in the estimates for this
interaction (that is, in IU-ﬁnal position only) that we observe an incremental increase
across each age group. Relevelled models, with 1970s Teens and with 2010s Adults as
reference levels, conﬁrm that the change for IU-ﬁnal (er) progresses incrementally
across age group, with 2010s Adults signiﬁcantly longer than 1970s Teens (β = 9.61, df
= 12,689, p = 0.001) and 2010s Young Adults longer than 2010s Adults (β = 6.67, df =
12,689, p = 0.022). This allows us to establish that the main change has been in IU-ﬁnal
position. Failing to separate IU-ﬁnal from IU-medial contexts may mask the progress of
this change, as two-thirds of the data occur in medial position.
We also note that there appears to be a general inhibiting eﬀect of following segment,
as, even in IU-ﬁnal position, (er) is shorter in words that contain a ﬁnal /s/ (e.g. teachers,
remembers, n = 898). Furthermore, in IU-ﬁnal position, (er) undergoes less lengthening

7

Speech rate was calculated based on pause-to-pause intervals in LaBB-CAT rather than IUs because of the convention in
the prosodic transcription method of assigning all of a sound ﬁle (including silences) to an IU, meaning that pauses are
included in IUs, rendering them less reliable as a measure of speech rate.
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Figure 4 Duration of (er) for all speakers over time in IU-ﬁnal (n = 3,423) vs. medial (n = 9,278) position

Table 2 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to (er) duration for all speakers (n = 12,701)
(Intercept) [=1970s Adults, IU medial]
IU ﬁnal
1970s Teens
2010s Adults
2010s Young Adults
Speech rate
IU ﬁnal: 1970s Teens
IU ﬁnal: 2010s Adults
IU ﬁnal: 2010s Young Adults

Estimate

Std. error

t value

p value

85.85
24.01
-1.43
13.27
12.49
-6.58
11.24
20.86
27.53

3.85
3.56
3.80
4.05
3.90
0.31
4.00
4.16
4.04

22.32
6.74
-0.38
3.28
3.20
-20.90
2.81
5.02
6.81

<0.001
<0.001
0.707
0.001
0.001
<0.001
0.005
<0.001
<0.001

Note: Excluded here are IU-ﬁnal tokens with truncated intonation (§3.3, n = 326), and tokens with a ﬁnal /s/ (this section,
IU-medial n = 947, IU-ﬁnal n = 898).

over time with a ﬁnal /s/ than without (with ﬁnal /s/: 1970s Adult mean = 74 ms, 2010s
Young Adult mean = 96 ms; compared with the lengthening from 77 ms to 118 ms
without ﬁnal /s/ reported above).8
A further consideration is transitional continuity, that is, whether the IU ends with
continuing, ﬁnal or appeal intonation. Comparison of these three reveals that (er)
tends to be shorter with ﬁnal intonation (mean = 87 ms, n = 1,431) than continuing
(mean = 105 ms, n = 1,753) and appeal intonation (mean = 126 ms, n = 239). Though
we have not examined high rising terminals in these data, the category would
overlap with that of appeal intonation, and thus this patterning is consistent with Kiesling’s observation that longer (er) is associated with high rising terminals (2005, p. 19). A

8

The general inhibiting eﬀect of following segment is evident in IU-medial position, where the marginal lengthening
observed is primarily due to the small number of IU-medial pre-pausal tokens (n = 86), which go from a mean of
101 ms for 1970s Adults to 176 ms for 2010s Young Adults. Interestingly, IU-medial pre-vocalic tokens (e.g. remember
it, whatever else) lengthen similarly to pre-consonantal tokens (pre-vocalic means: 51 ms 1970s Adults; 61 ms 2010s
Young Adults; pre-consonantal means: 51 ms 1970s Adults; 57 ms 2010s Young Adults). This appears to be due to
hiatus resolution, which, based on auditory observations on a subset of the data, includes preservation of /ɹ/, but
also glottalization, and glide insertion.
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linear mixed-eﬀects model ﬁt to IU-ﬁnal (er) tokens with an interaction between transitional continuity and age (presented in Table A1 in the Appendix) reveals that while (er)
is longer with both continuing and appeal intonation than with ﬁnal intonation, this
eﬀect is signiﬁcant for continuing intonation only (no doubt due to the small number
of instances of appeal intonation, meaning that further exploration must be left for
future research).9 This model also shows that the eﬀect for transitional continuity is consistent across age group (evidenced by the lack of signiﬁcant interaction in the model).
Thus, we conclude that the lengthening observed is not due to any single intonation
contour, and we do not distinguish between the diﬀerent transitional continuities for
the purposes of this paper.
Finally, lengthening is not impacted by morphological status, that is, whether (er) constitutes a distinct morpheme (e.g. teach-er, old-er) or not (e.g. remember, whatever). This
null-eﬀect is conﬁrmed by the model presented in Table A1 in the Appendix.
Thus, we focus here on (er) in open syllables in IU-ﬁnal position (the data presented in
Figure 4 and Table 2), regardless of transitional continuity or (er)’s morphological status.

5.2 Duration of (er) and vowel quality
Vowel duration impacts position in the vowel space, such that longer vowels tend to be
more peripheral, and shorter vowels more central (Fletcher & McVeigh, 1993, pp. 360–361;
Liljencrants & Lindblom, 1972). As a result, we might expect lengthening over time to
coincide with lowering and retraction of (er) and this is indeed the case, as depicted in
Figure 5.
We observe two things from this ﬁgure. First, longer tokens (marked in darker shades)
become more frequent over time, such that the 2010s Young Adults exhibit the highest
proportion of longer tokens. This is consistent with the lengthening captured in Figure 4.
Second, there is a clear shift in the concentration of (er) tokens in the vowel space over
time, such that each subsequent generation exhibits a lower and more retracted (er)
cluster. As we might predict, the lowest and backest tokens tend to be those that are
also longer in duration, and thus the diﬀerence in vowel quality between shorter and
longer tokens is sharper for all groups than it is for 1970s Adults. Rather than the correlation between length and peripherality being a straightforward phonetic property of
(er), these results suggest that a relationship between the duration of (er) and its position
in the vowel space has emerged over time. Separate Pearson’s correlations between (er)
duration and both F1 and F2 calculated within each age group reveal that all age groups,
except for 1970s Adults, show a signiﬁcant correlation between duration and both F1 and
F2, and this relationship gets stronger over time, indicated by the increasing r value (F1:
1970s Adults r(295) = 0.062, p = 0.284; 1970s Teens: r(1,157) = 0.304, p < 0.001; 2010s
Adults: r(861) = 0.241, p < 0.001; 2010s Young Adults: r(1,102) = 0.312, p < 0.001; F2:
1970s Adults r(295) = -0.038, p = 0.518; 1970s Teens: r(1,157) = -0.129, p < 0.001; 2010s
Adults: r(861) = -0.166, p < 0.001; 2010s Young Adults: r(1,102) = -0.227, p < 0.001).
While changes in duration, F1 and F2 are all relevant to the study of (er) over time, for
expository purposes, we restrict the subsequent discussion to duration.
9
Appeal intonation accounts for 3% of the IU-ﬁnal (er) tokens produced by 1970s Adults, 10% for 1970s Teens, 5% for
2010s Adults and 6% for 2010s Young Adults.
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Figure 5 Two-dimensional kernel density plot of normalized F1 and F2 for all speakers over time;
longer tokens darker, shorter tokens lighter (n = 3,391); tokens longer than 400 ms excluded (n = 32)

5.3. Lengthening of (er) across the community
As noted above, acoustic work on (er) has identiﬁed diﬀerentiation across certain ethnic
groups, leading to interpretations of (er) as an ethnolectal feature. Based on data from
sociolinguistic interviews with 21 speakers recorded in the 1990s, Kiesling proposed
that both Greek- and Lebanese-Australians were producing longer and more retracted
(er) than Anglo-Australians in 1990s Australia (2005, p. 20), and some 20 years later,
based on word list data from 10 speakers, Clothier observed a longer and lower (er) for
Lebanese- than Anglo-Australians (2014). The Sydney Speaks corpus allows for a realtime test of this proposed ethnolectal feature, providing a large sample of socially stratiﬁed participants over diﬀerent time points.
We ﬁrst consider in broad terms how each ethnic group has participated in the overall
change that we described in §5.1. This is presented in Figure 6, with each of the four age
groups now broken down by community, which shows that the lengthening over time
does not proceed in the same way across each of the communities. In particular, we
observe relative stability in apparent time from the 1970s Anglo Adults to the Anglo
Teens (with mean durations of 77 ms and 72 ms respectively). By contrast, both Greek
(mean = 110 ms) and to a lesser extent, Italian Teens (mean = 89 ms) in the 1970s
produce signiﬁcantly longer (er) than Anglo Adults and Anglo Teens. While we do not currently have the data available to continue to track (er) realizations for Greek-Australians,
we do see further change across the broader community. For the 2010s Adults, both
Anglos (mean = 107 ms) and Italians (mean = 116 ms) have lengthened relative to their
1970s counterparts, and both produce (er) with durations similar to those of the 1970s
Greek and Italian Teens. For the 2010s Young Adults, while the Anglos have lengthened
further (mean = 133 ms), the Italians (mean = 111 ms) retain a similar duration to that of
2010s Italian Adults, and the Chinese-Australians (mean = 107 ms) exhibit an (er) that is
longer than earlier realizations, but shorter than that of their 2010s Anglo Young Adult
peers.
The patterning for the 1970s Teens is consistent with proposals around the ethnolectal
nature of (er). That the 2010s Young Adults produce (er) realizations that resemble those
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Figure 6 Duration of (er) for all speakers over time, community and sex in IU-ﬁnal position (n = 3,423):
Anglo n = 1,478; Italian n = 1,203; Greek n = 340; Chinese n = 402

of this earlier time suggests that this ethnic variation has spread more widely, and has
now been taken up across the community.

5.4. Ethnicity, class and sex over time
To better understand how this has taken place, we now consider the eﬀects of sex and
class alongside community at each time point. The results for the 1970s Adults are presented in Table 3. Here, we see that neither sex nor class signiﬁcantly impacts the duration of (er); the only signiﬁcant predictor from the model is speech rate, which, as
expected, negatively correlates with (er) duration. At this time point, then, we
observe relative homogeneity among Anglo-Australians in their realization of this variable across social groups.
Moving on to 1970s Teens, the model in Table 4 corroborates the lengthening
described in §5.1. Compared with 1970s Anglo Teens, both Greek and Italian Teens
produce longer (er), with Greeks having the longest realizations by far. Table 4 also
shows that, like 1970s Anglo Adults, 1970s Teens are not distinguished socially by sex
or class. That (er) lengthening is restricted primarily to Greek- and Italian-Australians at
this time supports the interpretation of longer (er) as an ethnolectal feature in the 1970s.
What changes do we see from the 1970s Teens to the 2010s Adults, remembering that
this is the same generation, recorded 40 years on? Figure 7 shows the duration of (er) for
2010s Adults by community, sex and class, and Table 5 reports the model ﬁt to the same
data. The ethnic variation evident in the 1970s Teens between the Anglos and the Italians
Table 3 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to IU-ﬁnal (er) duration of 1970s Anglo Adults (n = 297)
(Intercept) [=1970s Adult Middle Class Females]
Male
Lower Working Class
Upper Working Class
Speech rate

Estimate

Std. error

t value

p value

110.49
-9.93
0.67
-0.74
-5.55

12.40
9.95
12.24
11.69
1.75

8.91
-1.00
0.05
-0.06
-3.17

<0.001
0.318
0.956
0.950
0.002
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Table 4 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to IU-ﬁnal (er) duration of 1970s Anglo, Greek and Italian
Teens (n = 1,159)
(Intercept) [=1970s Teen Anglo Middle Class Females]
Male
Lower Working Class
Upper Working Class
Greek
Italian
Speech rate

Estimate

Std. error

t value

p value

106.75
-8.17
2.93
4.48
36.53
14.01
-6.56

8.64
5.96
7.33
7.76
7.52
7.15
0.99

12.36
-1.37
0.40
0.58
4.86
1.96
-6.64

<0.001
0.171
0.689
0.563
<0.001
0.050
<0.001

Note: Anglo n = 365; Greek n = 340; Italian n = 454.

has now been lost, as there is no longer a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between these two
groups. An eﬀect for sex, however, emerges, such that females tend to produce longer
(er) than males. Furthermore, while males exhibit very little class diﬀerentiation,
females show clear class stratiﬁcation. For the Anglo females (on the left), the Lower
Working Class produces the longest (er), while for the Italian females (on the right), the
Lower and Upper Working Class produce the longest (er). This suggests that, at some
point between the 1970s and 2010s, (er) extended from being an ethnolectal feature
to, at least in part, a feature of working class female speech, but was resisted by
Middle Class Italians, by Middle and Upper Working Class Anglos, and by males. The
extension of this ethnolectal feature to, initially, the working class is no doubt attributable
to an association between ethnolectal features and low prestige, or non-standard, use
(Warren, 1999, p. 91), an observation that has been made more broadly about ethnolectal
features (cf. Eckert, 2008, p. 27).
Turning to the youngest population in the sample, the 2010s Young Adults, we
observe again that the social factors that played a signiﬁcant role in the realization of
(er) are diﬀerent from previous age groups. Table 6 shows the results from the model
ﬁt to this age group. Because of the distinct class representations across communities

Figure 7 Duration of (er) for 2010s Adults across community, sex and class in IU-ﬁnal position (n =
863): Anglo females n = 200; Anglo males n = 207; Italian females n = 209; Italian males n = 247
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Table 5 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to IU-ﬁnal (er) duration of 2010s Anglo and Italian Adults
(n = 863)
(Intercept) [=2010s Adult Anglo Middle Class Females]
Male
Lower Working Class
Upper Working Class
Italian
Speech rate

Estimate

Std. error

t value

p value

157.72
-32.74
28.86
2.29
13.74
-9.73

14.02
10.90
13.54
12.74
10.90
1.77

11.25
-2.97
2.13
0.18
1.26
-5.51

<0.001
0.003
0.033
0.858
0.208
<0.001

(speciﬁcally the lack of Lower Working Class Chinese-Australians, see Table 1), class was
not included in this model. Unlike 2010s Adults, sex does not return signiﬁcance, indicating that the tendency for longer (er) in female speakers has been lost in this younger generation. In terms of ethnicity, Anglo-Australians exhibit slightly (but not signiﬁcantly)
longer (er) durations than Italian-Australians, and signiﬁcantly longer durations than
Chinese-Australians.
To further explore these apparent diﬀerences, separate linear mixed-eﬀects models
were ﬁt to each community – Anglo-, Italian- and Chinese-Australian – with class, sex
and speech rate as predictors. For the Anglo- and Italian-Australians, neither class nor
sex surfaces as signiﬁcant, indicating that the class distinctions that were evident in the
2010s Adults have been lost for these younger speakers, mirroring an eﬀect also found
for Young Anglo Australians for some diphthongs (Grama et al., to appear). We recognize
the low numbers of Italian participants in some of the class–sex combinations, but note
that the Italian sample is skewed towards the Upper and Lower Working Class, while the
reverse is true for the Anglo sample (see Table 1). Thus, if a class eﬀect remained, we might
expect the Italians to have longer, not shorter, (er).
However, for the Chinese-Australians, an identical model, depicted in Table 7, reveals a
signiﬁcant interaction between class and sex. As illustrated by the raw values presented in
Figure 8, female and male Chinese-Australians show class asymmetry. Middle Class
females exhibit signiﬁcantly shorter (er) than Upper Working Class females, while
Middle Class males exhibit longer (er) than Upper Working Class males (though a relevelled model shows that this latter diﬀerence is not signiﬁcant; β = -31.72, df = 394, p =
0.072). Put another way, compared with Young Adult Anglo- and Italian-Australians
(who have means of 133 and 111 ms respectively), Chinese-Australian Upper Working
Class males and Middle Class females exhibit more conservative behaviour – that is,
shorter (er) (with means of 82 and 83 ms respectively) – while Upper Working Class
Chinese females and Middle Class males (with means of 142 and 125 ms) are similar to
Young Adult Anglos and Italians.
Table 6 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to IU-ﬁnal (er) duration of 2010s Anglo, Italian and Chinese
Young Adults (n = 1,104)
(Intercept) [=2010s Young Adult Anglo Females]
Male
Chinese
Italian
Speech rate
Note: Anglo n = 409; Italian n = 293; Chinese n = 402.

Estimate

Std. error

t value

p value

201.31
-11.37
-19.24
-19.83
-13.50

11.01
8.42
9.67
10.74
1.55

18.29
-1.35
-1.99
-1.85
-8.74

<0.001
0.177
0.047
0.065
<0.001
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Table 7 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to IU-ﬁnal (er) duration of 2010s Chinese Young Adults (n =
402)
(Intercept) [=2010s Young Adult Chinese Middle Class Females]
Male
Upper Working Class
Speech rate
Male: Upper Working Class

Estimate

Std. error

t value

p value

140.69
34.41
55.34
-11.15
-87.06

16.37
15.60
16.67
2.31
24.31

8.59
2.21
3.32
-4.82
-3.58

<0.001
0.027
0.001
<0.001
<0.001

The proﬁle of the Chinese-Australians is relevant here, in particular their higher
socioeconomic status as a community, as described above. Chinese-Australians
have been found to pattern similarly to Middle Class Anglo Australians for other phonological variables, and they have also been found to pattern diﬀerently for gender,
in that males and females equally favour overtly prestigious forms of the diphthongs
FLEECE and FACE (Grama et al., to appear). The avoidance of lengthened (er) by this
group might be related to its association in the previous generation with the
Lower Working Class, despite the lack of such stratiﬁcation in Young Adult Angloand Italian-Australians. However, why this behaviour appears largely relegated to
men and women of diﬀerent class designations remains unclear at present. We
note that the diphthongs of 1970s Italian and Greek Teens appear to pattern diﬀerently from Anglos with respect to class (Horvath, 1985, p. 79), suggesting that more
recent migrant groups may not reproduce the class-based variation of the dominant
group.
What these data do clearly indicate is that what was an ethnolectal feature in the 1970s
has been adopted across the community, such that (er) has lengthened for all (including
the dominant, hegemonic group), though to varying extents. Chinese-Australians in particular do not show homogeneous behaviour in their use of longer (er), being sensitive to
class and sex-based variation. Inclusion of contemporary Greek-Australians would shed
further light on the nature of (er) across the community today, but this must be left for
future work.

Figure 8 Duration of (er) for 2010s Chinese Young Adults across sex and class in IU-ﬁnal position:
Chinese females n = 205; Chinese males n = 197
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6. Conclusion
In tracking (er) over real and apparent time in a large, socially stratiﬁed sample, we have
been able to make a number of observations about the course of this change. First, we
ﬁnd that (er) has lengthened over time, and that this change has taken place speciﬁcally
in IU-ﬁnal position in open syllables. The propagation of the change is therefore linguistically constrained to an environment that is particularly propitious to lengthening. We
have further delineated word-ﬁnal (er) as characterized not just by length, but also by position in the vowel space, and we have shown that the relationship between the position
and duration of (er) gets stronger over time.
Second, we identify Greek, and, to a lesser extent, Italian, teenagers in the 1970s as the
leaders in the early stages of this change, the very same groups that Horvath (1985) identiﬁed as the principal drivers of change in diphthongs towards more ‘general’ Australian
English variants. The change in (er) was subsequently adopted by working class
females at some point between the 1970s and 2010s, and today, has been largely
adopted across the community by young Australians. The leading role of working class
females in taking up this change is consistent with a change from below (Labov, 1990,
p. 215); however, the feature is not completely unremarked upon in Australia as either
ethnolectal or working class. The 1980s TV show The Comedy Company (McMillan et al.,
2009) parodied this form in the Greek-Australian character ‘Con the fruiterer’, in his
catch phrase Doesn’t madda, with a markedly lengthened (er). And some 20 years on,
another comedy Kath & Kim (Riley & Turner, 2002) parodied it as a working class Anglo
feature in the show’s opening episode, with Kim declaring “My marriage is over. O-V-AH!”. Although presented as comedy, these caricatures are astute representations of
(er)’s changing social associations in Australian English.
We noted above the relationship between ethnolectal features and working class
speech (Eckert, 2008, p. 27; Warren, 1999, p. 91). In support of this, early perceptual
studies of attitudes to English spoken by ethnic minorities in Australia found that
Greek-Australians tended to be evaluated as having lower status than Anglo-Australians, and Italians, as less educated (Callan et al., 1983, p. 417; Gallois & Callan, 1989,
p. 155). Thus, it may not be surprising that the adoption of longer (er) by Anglo-Australians was via the working class. That it has been vigorously taken up today by both
the dominant hegemonic group (Anglo-Australians) and an established migrant group
(Italian-Australians) across the socioeconomic spectrum is evidence of word-ﬁnal (er)’s
strong foothold as a feature of the English of young Australians today. However, the
relatively conservative nature of the more recent migrant group (Chinese-Australians)
underscores that the feature may retain associations with an ethnic working class.
Investigating the behaviour of Greek-Australians and other more recent migrant
groups (e.g. Lebanese- and Vietnamese-Australians), as well as interactions between
class, sex and ethnicity in these groups, is vital to further understanding this variable
and ethnic variation and change more broadly. That features associated with ethnic
minorities may be taken up by the wider community, and that other social features,
such as class and sex, function alongside ethnicity in conditioning variation, highlights
that “there is no obvious way to distinguish between a dialect with ethnic features and
an ethnolect” (Eckert, 2008, p. 27).
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More generally, these ﬁndings support the notion that ethnic minorities can lead in
change. There have been several suggestions as to why this might be the case. One proposal
is that ethnic minorities have more diverse networks, thus facilitating the spread of innovations (Cheshire et al., 2008). We lack the social network information for 1970s speakers to
appropriately capture the moment of the change’s inception, though we do observe that
the 2010s ethnic minorities have more diverse networks than their Anglo peers. Another proposal is that, rather than drawing on their ethnic background to mark their diﬀerence, ethnic
minorities draw on changes taking place in the broader society (Gross et al., 2016, p. 245).
Again, this is a possible scenario in the data considered here; while long (er) is uncommon
in the speech of 1970s Anglos, it is not unattested, so it is conceivable that Greek- and
Italian-Australians drew on this feature from the available pool. Along similar lines, it has
been noted that ethnic groups may take on features of the majority group to highlight
their membership in that group, and diﬀerentiate themselves from their accented parents
(Callan et al., 1983, p. 410), something which may be particularly relevant for the teenagers
recorded in the 1970s (Horvath, 1985, p. 176). We propose a related hypothesis, that
second-generation migrants may be proportionally more exposed to, and therefore more
likely to adopt, newer features because they have less access to older models of Australian
English as their parents are not speakers of that variety. All of these are possible accounts
of what we observe, and no doubt there are a combination of factors working together.
What we have seen here is that the status of (er) as an ethnolectal feature in the 1970s
shifted to one of working class females at some stage over the past 40 years, and then
extended into the general population, especially in the speech of young Anglo- and
Italian-Australians. The malleability of word-ﬁnal (er) demonstrates that ethnolectal features need not be stable over time, but may be adopted by the wider community and
that ethnic minorities can lead in language change.
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Appendix

Table A1 Output of linear mixed eﬀects ﬁt to (er) duration of IU-ﬁnal contexts, with age and
transitional continuity (TC) modelled as main eﬀects and an interaction, and morphology, and
speech rate as predictors (n = 3,423)
(Intercept) [=1970s Adults, TC ﬁnal, monomorphemic]
1970s Teens
2010s Adults
2010s Young Adults
TC continuing
TC appeal
Polymorphemic
Speech rate
1970s Teens: TC continuing
2010s Adults: TC continuing
2010s Young Adults: TC continuing
1970s Teens: TC appeal
2010s Adults: TC appeal
2010s Young Adults: TC appeal

Estimate
110.62
2.23
29.63
37.06
19.27
17.62
1.89
-8.86
0.75
5.06
-0.97
29.53
15.67
17.77

Std. error
9.91
10.08
10.49
10.15
8.46
24.55
4.68
0.76
9.62
9.84
9.57
25.73
27.10
26.29

t value
11.16
0.22
2.82
3.65
2.28
0.72
0.40
-11.69
0.08
0.51
-0.10
1.15
0.58
0.68

p value
<0.001
0.825
0.005
<0.001
0.023
0.473
0.686
<0.001
0.938
0.607
0.919
0.251
0.563
0.499

